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Dispatches froM
Allow us to introduce our inaugural quarterly communication from the Dunkirk
Directors to the residents of our estate. The intention is to keep everybody regularly
informed through our e-mag of events, developments and hot topics that may not
necessarily make their way to you through routine formal communications. We
promise to keep it short and as lively as possible.
The first bit of news is to advise of our new board, confirmed at the October 31 2018
Directors Meeting. Mark Roylance remains as Chair and Duncan Wang as Deputy.
Michelle White, Andrew Francis and Brian Pottinger return from last year. James
Martens and Peter Buchholtz join us as new Directors: Peter for a second time.

Dispatches from Dunkirk (Cont . . .)

The biggest event on the annual diary is the opening of the new community centre on the 12th December.
The result of a great deal of hard work over many years by a number of people, notably Duncan Wang, this
new facility is a valuable addition to the attractions this premier estate already offers to its residents. We look
forward to many happy family gatherings and events taking place at the centre in the coming years.
On the administrative side, we are delighted that a replacement Memorandum of Incorporation was
overwhelmingly supported at a reconvened Special General Meeting on 5th November 2018. This marks a
definitive step away from our development phase to our mature phase as an estate and is the culmination of
all the efforts, enterprise and imagination of the original developers of Dunkirk. Our thanks to all the members
who participated in the SGM and the preparatory workshops.
Also agreed was a new set of rules for short-term letting. This was made necessary by the explosion of shortterm lets on the back of the advent of the mass online letting portals, a challenge communities around the
world are facing. In essence, the rules now limit the number of days a year that owners may let out their homes
on short-term lets and introduces a minimum five day lease. It also provides for lessors to cover the costs of
an outsourced short-term letting administrator. The intention is to introduce the new rules early next year. A
workshop will be convened with lessors to explain the new system well before its is implemented.

Dispatches from Dunkirk (Cont . . .)

Another issue relates to our precious indigenous swamp forest. It is being negatively affected by the water flows
caused by our rapidly built environment and by over-grazing by our bushbuck stock. We will be implementing
a number of changes recommended by our environmental consultant to deal with the former and have been
reluctantly compelled to decide to relocate all our bushbuck out of the estate in response to the latter. A
communication has already been sent to you in this regard.
On a happier note: the Young Entrepreneurs Fair held in September this year, brainchild of Ryan Streit, proved a
huge success. We would like to hold similar community events, particularly involving families, and would welcome
ideas.
Things for the future: the Dunkirk management continues to push all the parties involved in resolving the traffic
congestion caused by the Mount Richmore development to come up with an acceptable plan as soon as possible.
Once in place, we can finalise our internal arrangements. The board is also continuing with a project begun earlier
this year to review all our cost structures and benchmark them against six other local estates and two sectional
title complexes. The last phase, now in the hands of James Martens, is a survey of our management structures.

Best wishes for the Festive Season.

Mark Roylance & The Directors

FOCUS
The Govenders
In 2015, Debbie and Sugan Govender moved
into their dream home, along with their two
lively children, Yadheya and Kedaar.
The Govenders relocated from Durban to
Govender Family

Ballito in 2003 and have lived in this area ever
since.
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Family Focus (Cont . . .)

are thriving. Kedaar is obsessed with cricket
and has represented Illembe at the KZN trials

As Ballito grew into the town that it has become, the

this year. His favourite pastime is bowling on

environment became more congested and Dunkirk Estate

the front lawn.

provided the ideal solution. Sugan is an optometrist who
runs his own practice in Stanger, whilst Debbie is an attorney
and has her own law firm in Stanger.
The busy professionals enjoy the tranquillity and beauty of
this small piece of heaven on earth in a boutique setting.

Sister Yadheya often joins Kedaar for a quick
game or can be found reading, swimming or
binge watching her favourite series.
The family love our local Salt Rock beach, Sugar
Rush Park or game drives at Rain Farm Lodge. A

Sugan loves sport and getting into conversation about the

firm favourite restaurant of theirs is Cumin and

“glory days” of his high school sports career. Unfortunately,

Corriander at the Lifestyle Market. They love

much of his participation in sport has come to an abrupt end

visiting the Midlands during the holidays when

due to major spinal injury in 2015.

Salt Rock is taken over by the hordes of visitors.

Yadheya and Kedaar both attend Ashton College which is a

Travelling is one of their favourite things to do,

stone’s throw away. Both kids thoroughly enjoy school and

their last holiday being in Antalya, Turkey.
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Most of their leisure time is spent watching Kedaar’s
cricket or Yadheya’s netball matches.
The most magical part of the estate is the avenue of
trees that form a leafy canopy over Sameja Drive. This
always evokes the feeling that we are truly somewhere
far from the madding crowd.
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Exclusive Mandate

EASY SOPHISTICATION

084 145 CELLCFIBRE.CO.ZA

R6 500 000

Spacious and effortlessly chic, this gorgeous home is all about relaxed family living. Downstairs, an
exquisite gourmet kitchen (equipped with premium appliances), scullery/laundry, family lounge and
dining area flow seamlessly into a fabulous covered outdoor entertainment space with deck and
manicured private garden. Upstairs, four tasteful en-suite bedrooms and a comfy pyjama lounge
beckon, with oversized widows and balconies bathing each room in natural light. Fully air-conditioned,
with a courtyard, double automated garage and exceptional finishes. An inspired choice of home.
Come home to the security and exclusivity of breathtaking Dunkirk

STEPHEN FRIZELLE | 082 938 9944 | stephen@remaxdolphin.co.za
Each Office Independently Owned and Operated | 032 946 0881 | www.remaxcollection.co.za

FOCUS
Rule Family
Benj and Amy Rule have lived in Dunkirk Estate for 7 years. They have a 15
month old boy, Samuel and love the lifestyle on the North Coast and the
beauty of Dunkirk Estate. They moved back from Cape Town a few years
ago to be closer to family and friends. Dunkirk Estate has been a part of
Rule Family

Benj’s family for many years and was the obvious place to settle and plant
their roots. We love the life here, it has a calm relaxed element to it and the
sense of community is something we are so grateful for.
10

Family Focus (Cont . . .)
We love that Samuel can grow up surrounded by other
young children in a safe and beautiful space and that
our friends are within walking distance.
Benj runs his own property business, Home Ground
Estates which is also based in Dunkirk. He is passionate
about people, property and lifestyle and this is the
ethos of his business. Home Ground is a bespoke
luxury residential estate brokerage focusing on
residential as well as commercial sales.
Amy also runs her own business in Event Coordination.
She focuses mainly on exhibitions in the KZN area
as well as a large charity event, Vintage with love in
Johannesburg. She loves to be creative and is often
at home baking or creating something new for their
home.

As a family we love to be outdoors whether

to such an amazing place to enjoy good food

running, walking in the estate, using the

and company. We feel very blessed to live in

wonderful beach club and enjoying time on the

such a beautiful space and love the community

beach. We love to socialize with close friends

that we get to be a part of.

and enjoy cooking and quiet times at home. You
can often find us enjoying lunch at the muchloved Rays Kitchen and love being able to walk
11

FOCUS Shaw Family
Gordon, Janine and Daniel moved into Dunkirk in September of 2017, but
their journey to the north coast started many years ago. They both grew
up in Durban North and used to make the long trip to Sheffield Beach often
to enjoy the unspoilt beaches; Gordon to fish and braai with friends and
Janine typically accompanying her father on crayfish dives – of course they
didn’t know each other then, but unbeknown to them their lives would be
interwoven long before getting married: Same Durban North suburb, same
infants and primary schools and the boys’ and girls’ schools of Northlands
High. From an early age Gordon hankered after moving to Sheffield Beach
one day.
13

Family Focus (Cont . . .)
This saw them make the rather hasty decision to buy in Sheffield Beach in
September 2014, before having explored all the real estate options on the
booming north coast. Their time in Sheffield was great (proximity to beach and
sea views) but they soon realised that Dunkirk was the place to be, and started
to view properties as they became available, culminating in their purchase in
Dunkirk in September 2017. They were attracted to Dunkirk for the usual obvious
reasons: the beach club, restaurant, open green spaces, wonderful forest walks,
wildlife and probably the most important, the tranquillity and security, which was
reminiscent of their Durban North upbringing.
Years later for this family, the day became possible
when Daniel finished primary school, the same
primary school Gordon and Janine had attended,
and was due to become a weekly boarder at
Kearsney College in Botha’s Hill. They no longer
needed to do the primary school run, so were free to
relocate from La Lucia, to the place of their dreams
further north.

Gordon, Janine and Daniel share their home
with their three furry children: Gabriella, the
boxer, Sebastian, the liver spotted dalmation,
and their senior cat Samantha. Many readers
may now know exactly who they are, having
spotted them on their morning walks around
the estate.
14

Another advantage of Dunkirk is the ability to be

Family Focus (Cont . . .)

away from home (with baby sitters for the pets)
knowing all will be secure. The Shaws have a love
of travelling and intend to do more and more in
the coming years.
Daniel loves the beach club as his gateway to
boogie boarding and catching the shore-break.
Home is also close to many outdoor activities
that he fancies, like his main sport of mountain
biking (although he is going into Grade 12 next
year and this seems to be taking a back seat with Kearsney and teenage activities
taking up more and more of his time!) Daniel was lucky enough to do quite a bit
of traveling this year: Thailand with the family in April and a school trip to Nepal
in July where a group of 12 Kearsney boys took part in a two week educational
expedition, heading out on a challenging trek in the Annapurna region in the heart
of the Himalayas. Part of the expedition involved working on a community project,
alongside the local people, renovating a school.
15

Family Focus (Cont . . .)

And now the Shaws are off to Mauritius for

So for the Shaw’s, the North Coast and

Christmas and New Year. Besides Dan and

Dunkirk is ideal – far enough away from the

his mountain biking, the family has been

city, but within striking distance of their family

involved in all the normal South African

and friends in Durban North and La Lucia,

events like Comrades, Argus, Two Oceans,

and not too bad for a weekend commute to

Fish Canoe Marathon and Duzi (with Janine

Kearsney College to watch sport.

having completed 3 Duzi’s and Gordon 25).

They love the peaceful, friendly atmosphere

Janine and Gordon own a Financial Services

of Dunkirk and envisage being here for many

company in La Lucia Ridge and still travel

years into their retirement.

through most days, and have found the
commute easy especially since the Gateway
interchange has become fully operational,
reducing the travel time from about 40
minutes to under 30 minutes.
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FOCUS

Martens Family

We lived in Glenwood for over 20 years, in the same house, so had grown
very attached to our life and friends in Durban. We moved to Dunkirk in July
2016 and it has been the best move ever. We love living on the estate, enjoy
the feeling of nature around us and having a safe and secure environment
to live in.
One of our most favourite times is the early morning, watching the sunrise
over the forest. We have also become keen bird-watchers since coming to
Dunkirk. Our list for Dunkirk grows every week, as we spot more and more
birds. The resident brown-hooded kingfisher is a regular visitor, as well as the
bronze mannikins and various finches.
18

Martens Family (Cont . . .)

A pair of pied wagtails has had a pair of chicks in our garden. They can be a bit
annoying at times, attacking their own reflections in windows and mirrors. The
Forest Drive dam is also a favourite for spotting birds. A walk through the forest
often turns up an interesting new sighting. Living so close to the sea and having
access to the Beach Clubhouse is a real privilege which we plan to enjoy more
frequently.
We both enjoy running. Ursula is the more dedicated runner, having done 11
Comrades and 14 Two Oceans Marathons. We are members at Dolphin Coast
Striders and have made many new friends on the road. Ursh is training for 2019
Two Oceans and Comrades, so it is lots of early morning runs for the next 6
months.
We enjoy travelling and are planning a few trips in southern Africa to Botswana
and Namibia. We recently spent two weeks in and around Kruger Park and had
the most awesome experiences in the Park. If you have never been to Kruger, do
it as it is a world-class game reserve. One of our favourite destinations for a local
KZN break is the southern Berg around Underberg and Drakensberg Gardens.
19

I do my best to take lots of photos when we travel and also have started

Martens Family (Cont . . .)

photographing birds that we sight as we often cannot identify them
immediately. My efforts to date are firmly in the amateur level.
We have no children, so our dogs are very special to us. We arrived at Dunkirk
with three dogs, two of which were quite old and have since passed away. Ursula
became a familiar figure in Sameja Drive, walking her boy Smudge and carrying
Sally ( our “senior” Maltese ) in a baby carry-bag. We are now a single dog family,
and we often meet up with other residents walking our very cute Maltese-Yorkie
cross called Chloe.
Since arriving at Dunkirk our working lives have changed. Ursh ran a 4-star
guesthouse in Glenwood for 17 years and is now enjoying a more balanced life.
Being very creative with food, she has transferred this to pottery. Her creations are
enjoyed by friends and family ( for now).
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Martens Family (Cont . . .)
I qualified as a CA in the late 1980s and have worked
in various companies in the UK, South Africa and
India. For many years I worked at LexisNexis , the law
and tax publishers. Since moving to Salt Rock, I have
left full-time employment and am now working as an
SMME consultant. I have clients in the area as well as
a few in Durban and Johannesburg. I enjoy supporting
businesses-owners in growing their businesses and
achieving their personal goals, no matter how big or
small.
I also believe in supporting organisations that are doing
great work in our country. I am the Chairman of TREE,
an NGO that trains ECD practitioners and deploys toy
libraries in rural communities across KZN, E.Cape and
Limpopo.
21

New Clubhouse
As I am sure you are all aware, the much
anticipated new clubhouse and pool are
complete. With the newly installed grass and
the “finishing touches” been carried out on
the building we are extremely happy to have
finished on time for the Holiday season.
A huge thanks must be extended to the team
that have worked on this since inception.
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Construction progress
for the new Dunkirk
Forest Clubhouse:

New Forest Clubhouse (Cont . . .)
Duncan Wang has been instrumental in co-ordinating this project together with Andrew Clarkson
(Architect) and KR Projects carrying out the work.
We are sure that this facility will provide many happy hours for the families on the Estate.

GREAT
MINDS THINK

DIFFERENT
STEPHEN FRIZELLE
082 938 9944
stephen@remaxdolphin.co.za
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032 946 0881
www.remaxdolphin.co.za

MARKET DAY
Many thanks have to be extended to Ryan Streit who
put together the very first Estate Market Day on the 29th
September 2018.
We want to thank each and every young entrepreneur
and their support team, whether it was parents or friends
that assisted, the effort that the young entrepreneurs
put into designing their stores and making all the various

We set out 3 goals for the Market Day which were:

foods & goods is what made the Dunkirk Market Day a

1) Young Entrepreneurs to learn some business skills,

huge success. The enthusiasm of the young entrepreneurs

2) Young Entrepreneurs to learn some people skills and

was contagious, there were some innovative marketing

3) The Dunkirk Estate Community to come together and intermingle.

strategies and die-hard determination to sell, sell, sell!

We were extremely happy to say that all 3 goals were met!
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Market Day (Cont . . .)
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Market Day (Cont . . .)
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Market Day (Cont . . .)
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Market Day (Cont . . .)

A huge thank you must go out to
ROCKSTARS, who heard about our
Market Day and came on board
and offered to give the winning
store a ROCKSTARS programme.
A thank you must also go out to
Ray and Billie, from Rays Kitchen as
their stand helped keep the adults
hydrated during the Market Day.
The votes for the market day were
tallied and ROCKSTARS made an
official announcement on the 2nd
October 2018 of the winner of the
Dunkirk Market Day.
CLICK HERE TO VIEW ALL
MARKET DAY IMAGES
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DUNKIRK families

The Da Silva’s

A gorgeous glimpse of Althea and Adilson’s twin Girls Emilia
Scarlet and Cienna Lourdes.
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Summer is coming and as the weather warms and days become
longer we tend to change what we eat and spend 			
more time entertaining outside. Heavier richer foods become 		
less desirable and we start seeking lighter fresher flavours.
I always see a rise in the demand for fresh fish at this time of the year and it’s a pleasure to
be in Durban and be able to source great product on a daily basis.
I wanted to explore a few easy recipes using some typical local fish in a style suited to our
subtropical climate. Peruvian people have been curing fish in citrus juices since the Spanish
arrived on their shores early in the 1500’s and since then ceviche has been adopted as
a way of curing seafood all over the world. The acids in the citrus work on the proteins of
the seafood changing the texture of the fish as well as the flavour. There are few more
simple or satisfying ways to enjoy fresh fish, but when I say fresh I mean caught that
day. Currently Peruvian restaurants are popping up all over the place, follow this simple
recipe to find out why.
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Rays Kitchen (Cont . . .)
Find your fish
If you are serving the ceviche as an appetizer I would work on
about 130g of cleaned fish per person.
We have so many good eating fish off kzn but for this recipe I
would suggest super fresh “red fish “. Go to a top fish monger in
your area and as part of the days catch you will no doubt find
a pile of smallis 1-3kg scaled red fish. Look for shinny wet eyes,
moist and healthy gills and a fresh appetising ocean smell. In short
they must still look alive but not kicking. Depending on how many
people you are serving choose a couple of fish and ask them to
fillet, skin and bone them. Making sure to get all the little bones
out. Go for coffee and come back if you want. When paying
take note of how reasonably priced these little buggers are!! (Also
great butterflied and braai’d)
Get your fish home quickly, covered in the fridge with some ice
over it.

Also purchase for 4 people
- A lime per person
- 1 bunch fresh coriander
- 1 red pepper
- 1 bunch spring onion
- 1 fresh red chilli seeded
- 1 punnet water cress
- Salt, pepper and really good olive oil.
The key to good ceviche is not to let the fish or fresh ingredients
sit in the ceviche for too long. Ten to fifteen minutes is enough
time for the citrus to work on the fish and keep the dish fresh and
colourful.
METHOD
Finely dice your pepper and 4 spring onions cover and leave in
the fridge. Cut your fish into 1 cm thick slices across the width of
the fish halving them when the fillet is at its widest so that they are
all a similar size. Place the fish back in the fridge covered.

Rays Kitchen (Cont . . .)

For braai’d red fish…

Roll the limes until soft and then squeeze out the juice removing pips. As mentioned earlier ask your fish guy to butterfly the fish for you.
Add a half teaspoon of salt and a couple of good grinds of pepper
to the lime juice. Stir well and put in the fridge. Finely slice half the
red chilli and add to 4 table spoons of olive oil and leave one side.
Ten minutes before serving put the fish into a large bowl, add

Make a braai and let the coals go white. When you can just hold
your hand above them for 5 Mississippi seconds you can cook on it.
In a bowl mix a table spoon of fish masala, a handful of curry leaves,
1 cup of olive oil, a good pinch of salt and the juice of 1 lime.

the lime juice, chopped pepper and spring onion, olive oil and a

Spread your fish out on a double sided braai grill for fish and close it

handful of picked coriander leaves. (Remove the chilli if you want

securing the fish inside so you can turn it easily.

less heat) Mix well and leave in the fridge for ten minutes.

Brush the skin of the fish with the oil and sit over the coals skin side

Serve next to a small bunch of watercress garnished with a wedge

down. When you can see that just a small layer of fish is uncooked

of lime.

on the surface brush the fish generously and flip it over carefully for
3-4 mins and the meat has some nice colour. Open the grill and
serve on a board with fresh lime, naan bread and salads. The skin
will stick to the grill as you fork the fish off so you must leave on the
grill.
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DUNKIRK KIDS

Click here to view more photo’s of Dunkirks Kids!

New Additions

Proud Parents Chantel & Leon welcomed
their beautiful baby boy Cullen Engelbrecht
to their family in October 2018.

Proud Parents Candice and Matt
Schneider – Welcomed Thomas to
their family in October.

On the 14th of November we were
blessed to welcome our healthy little
boy, Max McGregor into the World.
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On the day the mobile Dunkirk site office arrived back in 2004, so did
Mama Letiwe.

Farewell

36

Mama Letiwe

The quietly spoken, humble and shy lady has been working as a
cleaner since that day. Starting
from the mobile site office, to
then include the Entrance gate,
the new Dunkirk office and
the Main Clubhouse she has
been a faithful employee. An
employee people are grateful
to have due to her dedication
and loyalty.
On the 23rd November 2018,
the staff of Dunkirk arranged
a “retirement” and farewell
braai for Letiwe as she worked
her final day. She was beyond
speechless with all the attention
and was overwhelmed with the
gifts she received.

Farewell Mama Letiwe (Cont . . .)
The staff and her co-workers clubbed together and got her a two
plate cooker and oven.
Dunkirk Real Estate (Represented by Robin Streit) gave her a lovely
new microwave and the Dunkirk Homeowners (Represented by
Director/Homeowner Brian Pottinger) through the approval of the
Board of Directors gave her a monetary bonus. She leaves us a
very happy lady with promises to come and visit us. She is looking
forward to spending more time with her family and just taking things
“easy” as she so well deserves.
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Glenn Hesse

The Developer of Dunkirk Estate
I am sure many of you homeowners are familiar with the
Developer of Dunkirk, Glenn Hesse.
It’s his vision and tenacity that have brought you what is
now one of the most popular Estates on the North Coast of
KZN. It’s been 14 years since ground broke and Glenn has
been instrumental in all that you see today. He sat on the Board of Directors
since inception and officially retired from the Board in September 2018. No
amount of gratitude can be extended his way thanking him for the years of
excellent service to this Estate. Glenn’s vision of this Estate, beach Clubhouse
and the exclusive architecture are what makes this Estate so unique and
sought after. This was all backed up with architectural awards received for
both the Main Clubhouse and Beach Clubhouse.
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Mid 2005 – the Dunkirk Main Clubhouse and
pool are taking shape (The Main Clubhouse
was finished and the launch was held on the
12.12.2005)

On chatting to Glenn it is so easy to see how the Dunkirk culture, aesthetic, vibe and “personality”
Glen Hesse (Cont . . .)
is truly reflected in the outcome of our Estate. Dunkirk is an estate that every homeowner is proud
of and grateful to call home. We have said goodbye to “Glenn the Developer” as we’ve moved
out of the Development phase but we are welcoming Glenn the Homeowner as he has started building his house on the Estate and we are
looking forward to the prospect of him getting to enjoy the fruits of his hard work when he finally does take up residence in this part of the
world. Once again the Homeowners of Dunkirk cannot thank Glenn enough for everything he has done for us as an Estate and setting us up
as the place to be!
Mid 2005 – the Main Clubhouse of Dunkirk

An aerial view early 2005 – Roads, gatehouse, Dunkirk
Office and dam are complete
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2005 – The beginning of Sandwood Hills

2005 – the Main Clubhouse

It’s been 14 years….. To some those years have flown…. To
those involved in the Development phase, one can only be
assured it’s taken a lot of hard work.
There really are no words to explain it all!
To Glenn Hesse, 14 years served, 13 years of which as Director

– WE THANK YOU.
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The Dunkirk Site office arrives in 2004.

An areal view of the Dunkirk Farm in 2004

The Dunkirk office and dam break ground in 2004

41

Views of the dam and office 2004

The Engineering Team on a walkway tour of the swamp forest 2004
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“THERE’S NO PLACE LIKE HOME” - Dorothy
Stephen Frizelle | 082 938 9944 | stephen@remaxdolphin.co.za

032 946 0881
www.remaxdolphin.co.za

Pick Someone Up
44

IT’S THE MOST FUN YOU’LL HAVE ALL DAY!
(by Mel Clarkson)

Pick Someone Up Cont...
Have you ever noticed the stream of people walking in and out
of the Estate each morning and afternoon, merrily chatting away,
exchanging funny stories and generally going about their day?
Have you ever noticed that more often than not, you are going in
exactly the same direction as they are?
Herewith a couple of public transportation rates to put things into
perspective:

Generally we always have a seat (or four!) spare in our cars, so
why not pick someone up? It’s the most wonderful thing to do!
All sorts of delightful conversations get birthed on a road trip with
a complete stranger… From gardening tips, to bushveld stories,
to practising Zulu or learning how to greet someone in Chichewa
and sharing a joke – my kids and I love that chatter that ensues
each time we pick up a new friend in Dunkirk.
We have a rich and diverse culture and our country is
celebrated for its warm and loving people – the ability to share
a tale with a complete stranger and bask in the raw humour
together….. our people know how to laugh, how to celebrate
life and how to have fun! So next time you’re heading in or out of
the Estate with your mind set firmly on the task ahead of you……
stop, pause and pick someone up.
I can promise you it will add a new dimension to your day!
- Mel.
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Levingers new concept store at La Lucia
Mall, the first store in Kwa-Zulu Natal.

OUR SERVICES
- Dry Cleaning & Laundry
- Expert Tailoring & Alterations
- Shoe Repairs/ Cobbling
- Curtain & Duvet Care
- Rug & Carpet Care
- Leather Care & Restoration
- Dyeing of Garments
- Dyeing of Leather & Vinyl
- Handbag Cleaning and Restoration
- Closet Care & Shoe Care Products

Levingers has been in operation in
Gauteng for over seven decades. The
original Levingers business was a shoe
clinic, where Peter Levinger, an
experienced and specialised cobbler,
operated in Johannesburg. He was
renowned for his craftsmanship and had
a loyal customer base from Cape Town
to Zimbabwe. The business was
simplistic and survived on a reputation
built over many decades. Levingers
currently has 62 stores nationwide, with
the latest edition being Zimbali Wedge.

We offer a Pick-Up and Drop-Off service
at your convenience in the following
areas: Ballito, Salt Rock and Tinley
Manor. Or visit our stores at La Lucia
Mall, Durban North and Zimbali Wedge!
To schedule a pick-up or drop-off :
please contact Kish on 083 446 2338 or
send an email to

kishalia@levingers.co.za ;
info@levingers.co.za

DUNKIRK

PYGMY KINGFISHER

Wildlife

By Tony Clarkson

Summer is on its way. Most of the migrant birds have
arrived. Others are now dressed in their full breeding
plumage.
The Pygmy Kingfishers with their arrow like flight are
present.
The Lesser Striped Swallows are building their nests
furiously.
The Pin-tailed Whydah is back in breeding plumage.
He is busy maintaining a harem of females which he
guards and supervises by hovering in the air just above
them, calling and raising and lowering his tail.
47

Dunkirk Wildlife Cont...

It is interesting, this year in our garden, there were five males
all coming into breeding plumage. Peace was in the valley
until the beginning of November. Once his tail was fully
grown he evicted all competitors. The breeding male is also
very aggressive towards other species of birds which gather
to feed along side of him.
Some years ago the then dominant male was doing ‘his
thing’ when he flew into our house. I removed him, put a
ring on him and released him on the far side of Simbithi. On
release he turned and flew directly back to Dunkirk. He got
home before I did!
He had earned my respect and I left him for the next two
seasons. He was then replaced by an even more aggressive
male. I mist-netted and caught him, rung him ready to
release further afield. Within an hour he was replaced by his
understudy. I caught him and rung him as well. We released
them both at Hillcrest some 60kms away as the crow flies.
It took 9 months before one of the culprits arrived back in
Dunkirk. He lasted two seasons before he vanished. I guess I
have learnt to live with his successor

LESSER- STRIPED SWALLOW
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Dunkirk Wildlife Cont...

All should be well in Dunkirk but it
isn’t! Our nocturnal choruses have
become almost silent. There has been
a steady decline in bird numbers and
more significantly in the crepuscular
bird species in Dunkirk in the six years
we have lived here. The cause is
obvious.
Our snakes have been more visible
with the recent hot weather.
Spotted- bush Snakes and Red-lipped
Heralds have been seen regularly.
The Vine Snake and Night Adders
have appeared in several gardens
whilst a Green Mamba succumbed
to the electric perimeter fence.
Should you have any snake problems,
the contact person is

Peter van Wyk (063 68173830 )

who will relocate the snake for you.

PIN-TAILED WHYDAH

PHOTO OF GREEN MAMBA
(by Wendy Bouwer)

Time To Care

Time To Care is an agency that has been set up to place care workers to assist clients in
the comfort of their own homes, based on the client’s individual needs. Being a SANC
Registered Nursing Sister, I have noted since moving to this Ballito North Coast area, a
growing need for quality home based care with the encompassing supervision.
The client may require 6hrs, full day, night care or even live in care assistance for short to
longer periods of time. An initial assessment visit will be done prior to placement of the
care worker to establish all the client’s needs and formulate a quality home care plan
inclusive of synergy with the client’s family and medical team.
Once the care worker has been placed with the client, there will be on going supervised
visits to ensure the maintenance of quality care. Adaptions to the care plan would as and
when necessary continue throughout the period of time, the care worker’s placement is
required.
For any queries please contact
Karen Norman-Smith
Time To Care
082-8919293
karen@photosol.co.za
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Resident, Chris Smith and his two mates set off for an adventure of a lifetime in June
this year – The Put Foot Rally 2018!
21 days on the road and 7783km around Southern Africa in a 1984 Mercedes 230E.
AMAZING!
6 months of preparation saw Team Bosfark
and their vehicle loaded and ready to begin
their journey. Salt Rock to Cape Town (via
Bloemfontein) for the official start of the
rally. Then north through Namibia (Lüderitz &
Swakopmund) to the Caprivi Strip; south into
Botswana (Maun & a night on the Garangwe
Pans); to Victoria Falls in Zimbabwe.
Across the border into Zambia for a school
shoe drop (aim of the rally is to raise
sponsorship to enable disadvantaged
school children to receive brand new school
shoes and socks!). Then onto Lake Malawi.
Mozambique was the final check point.

Lots of laughs, too much beer, late nights and many sunrises made this trip one of a lifetime.
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Put Foot Rally (Cont . . .)
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trick or treat

31st October 2018

Despite the bad weather predictions, we were extremely lucky to get
a “gap” to ensure that the kids (and parents) got to enjoy their much
anticipated fun event of the year on the Estate.
All the owners were respected and those wanting to participate had
their balloons and decorations on show for everyone to see which
houses are ready for a “treat raid”.
Gathering at the Circle has become a tradition – this year was no
different, at 17h00 the circle was a hive of activity. The kids and
parents certainly outdid themselves in the dress up department. We
had everything from dinosours, zombies, princesses, pirates, witches,
superheros, bees, the list goes on.
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The best part was the “vibe”. Moms, dads, grandparents, aunts, uncles,
domestics, friends, pets… you name it were out en-force armed with smiles,
secret stashes of wine (for some parents), loads of laughter was heard echoing around the estate and the
kids basically got to run free knowing it’s one of the few days parents have to smile and not moan too much
about eating sugar on a school night!
A huge thanks to those residents that participated ensuring the night was such a success. I don’t think there
were any kids with empty buckets!!!!! We loved the vibe and decorations of many of the houses, in particular
the Schubel’s (Hanno and Donna) at 112 and The Carreira’s (Pedro and Sascha) at 101.
CLICK HERE TO VIEW ALL TRICK OR TREAT IMAGES.
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Kids
Corner

These activities are sure to provide some fun for everyone.

CHRISTMAS READING CHALLANGE

Christmas Fun For
All!
Believe it or not Christmas is almost
here and it’s time to havesome
fun! From starting new Christmas
traditions or continuing your own,
Christmas games, Christmas jokes
or even a Christmas reading
challenge! These activities are sure
to provide some fun for everyone.
CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD THE PDF
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For each book read, try and make up an
action song or sing a rhyme relating to
the book or simply get children to draw
their own pictures of the book. Have fun!
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“Polar Express Evening”
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CHRISTMAS MATCHING ACTIVITYAND WORD SEARCH
Answers: 1.Water 2. In the Dictionary 3. The letter ‘d’ 4. Silent Night 5. A snow
ball 6. Neither, candles always burn shorter

Kids Corner (Cont . . .)
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Please don’t forget the annual Father Christmas party and gift giving at the Dunkirk Beach Clubhouse.
Date: Friday 14th December 2018
Time: 16h00 (Santa to arrive at 16h30 and start handing out gifts)
As with previous years we ask that a gift be handed into the Dunkirk office, or given to Bernie Munks
at the Beach Clubhouse by Wednesday 12th December 2018.
We also request that the value of the gifts be kept to no more than R250 per child.
Please mark your gifts clearly with your childs name and surname.
Can you also RSVP to carolyn@dunkirkestate.co.za with the following:
Your name and number of Adults and Children that will be attending so we can get our catering right
for the day.
Once again as with previous years the kids will receive a small treat pack, cool drink and cupcake.
There will be tea and coffee available for the adults along with some light savoury snacks. The Kiosk
will be open for any other beverages required.
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